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How many clients does The Bloom Group serve annually?
The Bloom Group operates housing residences in the Downtown Eastside as
well as in East Vancouver and the West End. What is the total number of
facilities The Bloom Group operates?
The first hospice in the Downtown Eastside, this facility specializes in endof-life care for individuals with mental health and addiction issues. What is
the name of this hospice?
What is the name of the only women’s shelter in Vancouver that accepts
male children over age 12, ensuring women-led families stay together?
The Bloom Group opened the first women's only shelter in the DTES. What
year did this shelter open?
What is the former name of The Bloom Group?

This fully licensed residence has provided a home for individuals with
chronic mental health issues since 1975. What is the name of this
residence?
The year that Freedom Riders took buses into the South to bravely
challenge segregation, was the same year The Bloom Group was founded.
What year was The Bloom Group founded?
This method focuses on the person and what they can do, not their
condition or disability. Support focuses on achieving the person's
aspirations and is tailored to their needs and unique circumstances. What is
this method?
This approach aims to demonstrate awareness and appreciation for
cultures to encourage understanding and respect. This is referred to as
what?
What is the name given to the approach that enables equal access to
everyone without condition?
Many of our clients have experienced trauma or intergenerational trauma.
What is the practice that recognizes trauma can have a significant impact
on substance use, mental health, and behavior?
What method has therapeutic benefits beyond carrying a tune?
This role is revered for wisdom and leadership and provides cultural and
spiritual support. What is the role?
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15 In this case, client care plans encourage the capacity for individuals to set
their own goals and outcomes. What is this approach referred to?
16 What is referred to as the large-scale removal of Indigenous children from
their homes, communities and families of birth through the 1960s, and
their subsequent adoption into predominantly non-Indigenous, middleclass families across the United States and Canada?
17 The Adult Guardianship program provides several important services for atrisk seniors. What is one service AG provides?
18 In 2020, how many clients did the Adult Guardianship program serve across
BC?
19 What is the name of the support eligible to those living in emergency
shelters or transition houses?
20 In this formula, the size of your family and your gross household income are
determining factors. What is the formula called?
21 Located in a heritage building in Burrard View Park, Cottage Hospice was
once a home for wayward youth. What was Cottage Hospice formerly?
22 A former remand centre, this place boasts excellent views of the DTES.
What is the name of this residence?
23 What is the name of the mineral and vitamin- enriched beverage that is
sold at a reduced cost by The Bloom Group to the public.
24 Also called 2nd stage housing, what is the name of the housing option that
helps bridge the gap between temporary and permanent housing?
25 First coined in 1965 in The San Fransisco Examiner, what is an individual
who lives a bohemian lifestyle?
26 In 1963 Gloria Steinhem wrote an infamous expose about harassment and
injustices while working undercover. What undercover role did she play?
27 The Indigenous community makes up 31% of the population in this area.
Where do the highest proportion of Indigenous people in Vancouver live?
28 How many people identified as experiencing homelessness in 2020 in
Vancouver?
29 What is the name of the official, third-party accreditation guided by
internationally recognized standards, and serving as a public record that
Bloom's services are of the highest possible quality?
30 What is the number of years on average a resident resides at Cordova
House?
31 This approach enables older people to maintain independence, autonomy,
and connection to social support, friends and family. What is this referred
to?
32 What age are people considered a senior in the Downtown Eastside?
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